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Lasgo Worldwide Media are the UK’s longest established home entertainment product wholesaler supplying the 
entertainment sector for over 40 years.

Since joining the Little Group in 2013 this has significantly enabled us to expand our ranges and depth of products 
along with investment into new systems and technologies. 

To reflect the rapidly changing nature of its business Lasgo now operates through two divisions: wholesale and 
distribution.

We have a specialist team dedicated at procuring stock with an impressive network of Global suppliers, we are 
therefore confident that we can fulfil any customer requirements.



LITTLE GROUP PORTFOLIO OF BUSINESS YEAR
Together offering the most comprehensive range of physical & digital services available for books and entertainment products. 

Financial year to 28th February 2023



The perfect turntables for the daily vinyl listener who’s ready to 
upgrade their listening experience. Aspiring audiophiles will 
immediately notice the outstanding clarity of the high-
performance Audio-Technica cartridges in this range. Turntables 
featuring adjustable counterweights and s-shaped tonearms will 
get you in the groove with ease. 

Hero Products

C100BT RECORD PLAYER - CHAMPAGNE

When you drop the needle on your favourite album, you want a high-quality analog 
experience with pristine sound. The C100BT turntable delivers just that. Adjust the 
counterweight and anti-skate, then find the groove with the s-shaped tonearm and Audio-
Technica cartridge. Get perfect speed and precision playback using the high-end strobe 
platter and adjustable pitch control. Connect the record player to a stereo system or 
powered speakers using the built-in preamp and RCA output. If you prefer a wire-free 
setup, use the built-in Bluetooth connection to stream your records to headphones or 
portable speakers. Experience the timeless art of spinning vinyl while enjoying the 
convenience of modern technology.



My Arcade is a company of self-proclaimed geeks who love retro 
gaming, especially arcade games! My Arcade is reviving 
popularity for retro games with its iconic range of miniature 
arcade machines, featuring PAC-MAN, Space Invaders and more. 
There’s no more need to worry about space at home, you can fit 
loads of My Arcade’s mini-playable arcade machines!

Hero Products

ATARI GAMESTATION PRO

Atari® is a pioneer in the video game industry, responsible for some of the 
most iconic games of all time, including PONG®, Breakout®, and Asteroids®. 
Atari was founded in 1972 and, with a rich history that spans over 50 years, is 
one of the oldest video game companies in the world. With its focus on 
innovative gameplay and cutting-edge technology, Atari has always been at 
the forefront of the gaming industry. The Gamestation Pro has over 200 
games, including Atari 2600, Atari 5200, Atari 7800, Atari arcade and bonus 
games.



LEDWOOD was born from the idea of two men : Fabrice and Olivier in 2016, 
who share the objective of « making technology accessible to all ». The French 
brand set the tune on the wired earphones market.

As technologies evolve, we then marketed the first new generation jukeboxes, 
including Bluetooth and USB ports. In this logic, we expanded our range with 
the first Bluetooth True Wireless earphones. In 2018, at the launch of this new 
range, the success was huge. Since then, our range of wireless connected 
devices developed and its products became the brand’s emblem.

Hero Products



Aiwa as it currently stands is a Japanese consumer electronics 
brand re-established in 2017 whose specialty and passion is audio 
and innovative electronics. 

Aiwa has been developing products to meet the growing 
demands from consumers since 1951 in Japan.
Their commitment to designing & manufacturing cost effective, 
high-quality consumer electronics accompanied with a world class 
after-sales service connects us with dedicated consumers 
throughout the regions.

Hero Products

AIWA MINI HI-FI

Aiwa MSBTU-500 Mini HiFis are known for good quality, clear sound and full 
feature . This model Is a Powerful 50W RMS Audio Output Power, with Class-D 
amplifier for superior sound power built-in DSP.(Digital Signal Processor)

• 4-PRESET EQUALIZER MODES
• High performance HyperBASS 
• MDF Speaker System 
• 2x4" Main Drivers + 2x2" Tweeters.



Elgato is a world-leading provider of audiovisual technology for 
content creators on all video sharing platforms.

Synonymous with quality and performance, Elgato products are 
either state-of-the-art inventions in their own right, or reimagined 
technologies designed to revolutionize creative workflows. 
Software and firmware are frequently updated to keep producers 
at the cutting edge of their craft. And cross-compatibility delivers a 
seamless user experience that keeps evolving as the Elgato 
ecosystem grows.

Hero Products

STREAM DECK + BLACK

Iconic Stream Deck tech with customizable LCD keys, dials, and touch strip. Stream Deck + 
is your audio mixer, studio controller, production console – anything you want it to be.

TAP -  Trigger almost any action you want — switch cameras, mute your mic, launch apps, 
apply sound effects, turn on lights, change scenes, and much more

TURN  Adjust volume levels, image details, camera zoom, brightness, white balance — any 
incremental app settings. Push to cycle through dial actions.

TOUCH  Control apps with a touch, swipe to change pages, and see dial information at a 
glance.



Definition: Utilizing electronic devices to assist humans in 
performing difficult, dangerous, or intricate tasks.

The term bionik® captures the essence of our commitment to 
providing unique and innovative accessories that are catalysts for 
improved experience and immersion with technology.

Hero Products

NEOGLOW – NINTENDO SWITCH 

The NeoGlow Controller features a transparent shell that is framed with RGB tube lighting 
to show off the millions of colour combinations. Play wirelessly for 40 plus hours on a 
single charge or play wired with the included 10-foot cable. This fully featured controller 
fits your gaming needs and colour style, so LEVEL UP with the NeoGlow Controller from 
bionik®.

 • Wireless RGB controller that is perfect for the Nintendo Switch®, PC and Android  
devices.

• Transparent shell that is framed with RGB tube lighting to show off the millions of colour 
combinations.

• Built-in 900 mAh rechargeable battery provides 40 plus hours of playtime.



WHAT ELSE CAN LASGO OFFER? 

• Dropship

• Global Fulfilment 

• Dedicated Account Management 

• End to End Support & Category Management.

• Flexible IT Solutions and Integrations.

• Exciting roadmap of new product for 2024

• One Stop Solution for Retailers.

• Passionate about our vendors, customers and our success.

• Trusted and Long-Term Vendor Relationships.



Thank you for your consideration

Peter Foreman
Channel Manager

Mobile: +44 (0) 7813 589482 

Email: p.foreman@lasgo.co.uk

Unit 1, Falcon Park Industrial Estate, Neasden Lane

London - NW10 1RZ

Lasgo Chrysalis t/a Lasgo Worldwide Media  Reg No,1380166

www.lasgo.com
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